
Global Market Investment Returns February 29, 2016

Feb. 2016 Year To Date One Year Three Years Five Years

U.S. Large Cap Equities S&P 500 (0.13%) (5.09%) (6.19%) 10.75% 10.13%

U.S Mid Cap Equities Russell Midcap 1.13% (5.50%) (11.25%) 9.09% 8.91%

U.S. Small Cap Equities Russell 2000 0.00% (8.80%) (14.97%) 5.72% 6.11%

Master Limited Partnerships (MLP) Alerian MLP (0.48%) (11.53%) (39.74%) (11.13%) (2.25%)

International Developed Equities MSCI EAFE (1.83%) (8.93%) (15.18%) 0.38% 0.56%

Emerging Market equities MSCI Emerging Markets (0.16%) (6.64%) (23.41%) (8.90%) (5.41%)

U.S. Taxable Fixed Income Barclay's U.S. Aggregate 0.71% 2.10% 1.50% 2.22% 3.60%

U.S. Tax-Exempt Fixed Income Barclay’s Municipal Aggregate 0.16% 1.35% 3.95% 3.37% 5.45%

High Yield Fixed Income Barclay’s U.S. Corporate High Yield 0.57% (1.04%) (8.30%) 0.72% 4.09%

International Fixed Income Barclay's Global Aggregate Ex-U.S. 3.49% 4.00% 0.36% (1.81%) (0.26%)

• U.S. equities outperformed international developed and emerging markets equities in February:

 Rising inventories resulted in a upwardly revised fourth quarter GDP from 0.7% to 1.0%.

 Sharply higher durable goods orders in January points to a possible turnaround in the manufacturing sector.

 Consumer spending was strong in January and core inflation increased at an annualized rate of 1.7% (0.3% shy of the Fed’s targeted 2% rate).

• A healthy U.S. economy and a recent bounce-back in economic growth complicates the Federal Reserve’s policymaking specific to interest rates hikes.

• The price per barrel of crude oil rose by 0.5% in February, yet fluctuating oil prices continue to play a large role in driving market reaction. 

• Non-U.S. equites underperformed the broad equity market, but emerging markets outperformed international developed by 1.7% in February.

• The negative 1.8% international developed equity return was due to concerns of a “Brexit” and the Bank of Japan’s unpopular negative rate decision.   

• The People’s Bank of China cut its reserve requirement ratio for the fifth time year-over-year, to calm investor jitters related to the weakening yuan.

• Municipal bond prices fell slightly but the index remained up 0.2% as tax-exempts underperformed Treasuries and the general bond market.  

• U.S. high yield bonds were up 0.6% for the month as outflows were replaced by inflows, yet the sector remained highly bifurcated as yields between BB 

and BBB rated bonds spread to their widest levels since June 2009. 

• International bonds have performed exceptionally well against a backdrop of elevated uncertainty.   
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